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Abstract

At the last workshop, the issue of being able to extend
protected types in the same manner as tagged types was
discussed. The conclusion was that further considera-
tion was needed before a de�nitive proposal could be
made. This Position Paper summarises a full proposal
and identi�es the outstanding issues.

1 Introduction

At the last workshop, the issue of being able to extend
protected types in the same manner as tagged types
was discussed [1]. The conclusion was that further
consideration was needed before a de�nitive proposal
could be made. After the workshop, a group of enthu-
siasts held numerous email discussions on how best to
integrate Ada's object-oriented programming and pro-
tected type model [4, 5]. The goal of this Position Pa-
per is to summarise the proposal and to identify the
outstanding issues.

2 Extensible Protected Types {

The Basic Model

2.1 Declaration and Primitive Opera-

tions

For consistency with the usage elsewhere in Ada, the
word `tagged' indicates that a protected type is extensi-
ble. A protected type encapsulates the operations that
can be performed on its protected data. Consequently,
the primitive operations of a tagged protected type are,
in e�ect, already de�ned. They are, of course, similar
to primitive operations of other tagged types in spirit
but not in syntax, since other primitive operations are
de�ned by being declared in the same package speci�ca-
tion as a tagged type. Consider the following example:

protected type T is tagged
procedure W (...);
procedure X (...);
entry Y (...);

private -- data attributes of T
end T;
O : T;

W, X, and Y can be viewed as primitive operations on T.



2.2 Inheritance

Tagged protected types can be extended in the same
manner as tagged types:

protected type T1 is new T with
procedure W (...); -- override T.W
procedure Z (...); -- a new method

private -- new attributes of T1
end T1;

A child protected object has full access to private data
declared in its parent.

There is only one lock for each instance of a protected
type so when a procedure in a child protected type calls
a subprogram in its parent, it does not have to obtain
a lock. This is consistent with current Ada when one
procedure/function calls another in the same protected
object.

2.3 Dispatching and re-dispatching

Given a hierarchy of tagged protected types, it is possi-
ble to create class-wide types and accesses to class-wide
types. First consider only protected subprograms, for
example:

type Pt is access protected type T’Class;
P: Pt := new . . .; -- some type in the hierarchy

P.X(...);
-- dispatches to the appropriate projected object.

From within P.X, it should be possible to convert back
to the class-wide type and re-dispatch to another prim-
itive operation. Unfortunately, an operation inside
a tagged protected type does not have the option of
converting the object (on which it was originally dis-
patched) to a class-wide type because this object is
passed implicitly to the operation. We propose to use
calls of the form type.operation, where type is the
type to which the implicit protected object should be
converted. The following is an example of this syntax
for a re-dispatch:

protected body T is
...
procedure X (...) is
begin

. . .
T’Class.W (...);
. . .

end X;
end T;

T'Class indicates the type to which the protected ob-
ject (which is in the hierarchy of type T'Class but
is being viewed as type T) that was passed implicitly
to X should be view converted. This allows it to de�ne
which W procedure to call. This syntax is also necessary
to allow an operation to call an overridden operation
in its parent, for example:

protected body T1 is -- an extension of T
...
procedure W (...) is

-- overrides the W procedure of T
begin

. . .
T.W(...); -- calls the parent operation
. . .

end W;
end T1;

Requeuing can also lead to situations where re-
dispatching is desirable. Requeuing to a parent en-
try would require barrier re-evaluation. Requeues from
other protected objects or from accept statements in
tasks could also involve dispatching to the correct op-
eration in a similar way.

2.4 Entry Calls

Our proposal allows entries to be overridden with the
constraint that child entries must strengthen their par-
ent's barrier. The syntax and when is used to indicate
this. To avoid having the body of a child protected ob-
ject depend on the body of its parent, it is necessary
to copy the declaration of the barrier from the body to
the speci�cation of the protected type (private part).
Consider

protected type T is tagged
entry E ;

private
I: Integer := 0;
entry E when E’Count > 1;

-- barrier given in the private part
end T;

protected type T1 is new T with
entry E ;

private
entry E and when I > 0;

end T;

A: T1;

If a call was made to A.E, this would be statically de-
�ned as a call to T1.E and would be subject to its



barrier (E'Count > 1 and then I > 0). The barrier
would be repeated in the entry body.

There is only one queue for each entry and any en-
tries overriding it. In order to avoid inheritance anoma-
lies [2], we propose that all external calls to a protected
object are dispatching. This is in conict with reg-
ular tagged types, and to resolve this, a new pragma
could be introduced \External Calls Always Dispatch"
which would apply to regular tagged types.

2.4.1 Calling the Parent Entry and Parent Re-

queues

An integral part of OOP is the ability of a child object
to call its parent's operations. The main problem is
that Ada forbids an entry from explicitly calling an-
other entry.

Our proposal is to allow the child entry to call the
parent entry and for that call to be treated as a pro-
cedure call. It is clear that calling the parent entry is
di�erent from a normal entry call; special syntax has
already been introduced to facilitate it. As the parent
call is viewed as a procedure call, it is not a potentially
suspending operation and, therefore, allowed within a
protected entry. However, the parent's barrier is still
a potential cause for concern. One option is to view
the barrier as an assertion and raise an exception if it
is not true. The other option is not to test the barrier
at all, based on the premise that the barrier was true
when the child was called and, therefore, need not be
re-evaluated until the whole protected action is com-
pleted.

Even with this approach, there is still the problem
that control is not returned to the child if the parent
entry requeues requests to other entries for servicing.
This, of course, could be made illegal and an exception
raised. However, requeue is an essential part of the
Ada 95 model and to e�ectively forbid its use with
extensible protected types would be a severe restriction.
We propose that requeue in the parent is allowed. A
consequence of this is that no post-processing is allowed
after a parent call.

3 Integration into the Full Ada

95 Model

The above section has considered the basic extensible
protected type model. Of course, any proposal for the

introduction of such a facility must also consider the
full implications of its introduction.

3.1 Private Types

Ada 95 supports the notion of private and limited pri-
vate types. A protected type is a limited type, hence
it is necessary to show how extensible protected types
integrate into limited private types.
In order to make a type private, its full de�nition is

moved to the private part of the package. This can also
be done for extensible protected types:

package Example1 is
protected type Pt0 is tagged private ;

private
protected type Pt0 is tagged

-- primitive operations.
...

private
-- data items etc.
...

end Pt0;
end Example1;

Note that in this example, the primitive operations of
type Pt0 are all declared in the private part of the
package and are thus visible only in child packages
of package Example1. Other packages cannot do any-
thing with type Pt0, because they do not have access to
the type's primitive operations. Nevertheless, this con-
struct can be useful for class-wide programming using
access types, e.g. through

type Pt_Ref is access Pt0’Class;

Private types can also give a �ner control over visibil-
ity. One might declare a type and make some of its
primitive operations publicly visible while other primi-
tive operations would be private (and thus visible only
to child packages). For example:

package Example2 is
protected type Pt1 is tagged

-- public primitive operations
...

with private
-- data items etc., see (1) below
...

end Pt1;
private

protected type Pt1 is tagged
-- private primitive operations,
-- visible only in child packages
...

private



-- additional data items etc., see (2) below
...

end Pt1;
end Example2;

Note that the public declaration of type Pt1 uses \with
private" instead of only \private" to start its private
section. This is supposed to give a syntactical indica-
tion that the public view of Pt1 is an incomplete type
that must be completed later on in the private part of
the package.
The private parts of the incomplete and the full dec-

laration of Pt1 also have di�erent visibility scopes:

1. The items declared in the private part of the public
incomplete declaration are visible to types derived
from Pt1 anywhere.

2. The items declared in the private part of the full
declaration of Pt1 are visible to types derived from
Pt1 in child packages of package Example2 only.

Extensible protected types thus o�er even more visibil-
ity control than ordinary tagged types: the latter must
declare all their data components either in the public
or in the private part, whereas an extensible protected
type may choose to make some of them public (to de-
scendants only) and some of them private.
Alternatively a protected type can be declared to

have a private extension. Given a protected type Pt2:

package Base is
protected type Pt2 is tagged

...
private

...
end Pt2;

end Base;

A private extension can then be written as:

with Base;
package Example3 is

protected type Pt3 is new Base.Pt2 with private ;
private

protected type Pt3 is new Base.Pt2 with
-- Additional primitive operations
...

private
-- Additional data items
...

end Pt3;
end Example3;

Here, only the features inherited from Pt2 are publicly
visible; the additional features introduced in the private

part of the package are private and hence visible only
in child packages of package Example3.
Private types can be used in Ada 95 to implement

hidden and semi-hidden inheritance, two forms of im-
plementation inheritance (as opposed to interface in-
heritance, i.e. subtyping). For instance, one may de-
clare a tagged type publicly as a root type (i.e., not
derived from any other type) while privately deriving
it from another tagged type to reuse the latter's im-
plementation. This hidden inheritance is also possible
with extended protected types. Given the above pack-
age Base, hidden inheritance from Pt2 can be imple-
mented as follows:

with Base;
package Example4 is

-- the public view of Pt4 is a root type
protected type Pt4 is tagged

-- primitive operations, visible anywhere
...

with private
-- data items etc.
...

end Pt4;
private

-- the private view of Pt4 is derived from Pt2
protected type Pt4 is new Base.Pt2 with

-- additional primitive operations,
-- visible only in child packages
...

with private
-- additional data items etc.
...

end Pt4;
end Example4;

The derivation of Pt4 from Pt2 is not publicly visible:
operations and data items inherited from Pt2 cannot
be accessed by other packages. If some of the primitive
operations inherited from Pt2 should in fact be visi-
ble in the public view of Pt4, too, Pt4 must re-declare
them and implement them as call-throughs to the pri-
vately inherited primitive operations of Pt2. In child
packages of package Example4, the derivation relation-
ship is exposed and hence these inherited features are
accessible in child packages.
Semi-hidden inheritance is similar in spirit, but ex-

poses part of the inheritance relation. Given an existing
hierarchy of extensible protected types:

package Example5_Base is
protected type Pt5 is tagged

...
private

...
end Pt5;



protected type Pt6 is new Pt5 with
...

private
...

end Pt6;
end Example5_Base;

One can now declare a new type Pt7 that uses interface
inheritance from Pt5, but implementation inheritance
from some type derived from Pt5, e.g. from Pt6:

with Example5_Base; use Example5_Base;
package Example5 is

protected type Pt7 is new Pt5 with
...

with private
...

end Pt7;
private

protected type Pt7 is new Pt6 with
...

private
...

end Pt7;
end Example5;

As these examples show, extensible protected types of-
fer the same expressive power concerning private types
as ordinary tagged types. In fact, because protected
types are an encapsulation unit in their own right (in
addition to the encapsulation provided by packages),
extensible protected types o�er an even greater visi-
bility control than ordinary tagged types. Primitive
operations of an extensible protected type declared in
the type's private section are visible only within that
type itself or within a child extension of that type.
Combining this kind of visibility (which is similar to
Java's `protected' declarator) with the visibility rules
for packages gives some visibility speci�cations that do
not exist for ordinary tagged types.

3.2 Abstract Extensible Protected

Types

Ada 95 allows tagged types and their primitive opera-
tions to be abstract. The Ada 95 model can easily be
applied to extensible protected types. The following
examples illustrate the integration:

protected type Ept is abstract tagged
-- Concrete operations:
function F (...) return ...;
procedure P (...);
entry E (...);

-- Abstract operations:
function F1 (...) return ... is abstract ;
procedure P1 (...) is abstract ;
entry E1 (...) is abstract ;

private
...;
entry E (...) when Cond;

end Ept;

The one issue that is perhaps not obvious concerns
whether an abstract entry can have a barrier. On the
one hand, an abstract entry cannot be called so any
barrier is superuous. On the other hand, the pro-
grammer may want to de�ne an abstraction where it is
appropriate to guard an abstract entry. For example:

protected type Lockable_Operation is abstract tagged
procedure Lock;
procedure Unlock;
entry Operation (...) is abstract ;

private
Locked : Boolean := False;
entry Operation (...) when not Locked;

end Lockable_Operation;

The bodies of Lock and Unlock set the Locked variable
to the corresponding values. Now because of the bar-
rier strengthening rule, the when not Locked barrier
will automatically be enforced on any concrete imple-
mentation of the operation.
The above example can be rewritten with a concrete

entry for Operation that has a null body. It should be
noted, however, that with a concrete null-operation,
one cannot force concrete children to supply an imple-
mentation for the entry. With an abstract entry, one
can.

3.3 Generics and Mix-in Inheritance

Ada 95 does not support multiple inheritance. How-
ever, it does support various approaches which can be
used to achieve the desired a�ect. One such approach
is mix-in inheritance, which in Ada is done through
generic packages that can take a parameter of a tagged
type. A version of Ada with extensible protected types
must also allow them to be parameters to generics and
hence take part in mix-in inheritance. As with normal
tagged types, two kinds of generic formal parameters
can be de�ned:

generic
type Base_Type is [ abstract ]

protected tagged private ;
type Derived_From is [ abstract ] new

protected Derived [ with private ];



In the former, the generic body has no knowledge of
the extensible protected type actual parameter. In the
latter, the actual type must be a type in the tree of
extensible protected types rooted at Derived.
Unfortunately, these facilities are not enough to cope

with situations involving entries. Consider the case of
a prede�ned lock which can be mixed in with any other
protected object to de�ne a lockable version. Without
extra functionality, there is no way to express this. For
these reasons, the generic modi�er entry <> is used
to mean all the entries of the actual parameter. The
lockable mix-in type can now be achieved:

generic
type Base_Type is [ abstract ]

protected tagged private ;
package Lockable_G is

protected type Lockable_Type is new
Base_Type with

procedure Lock;
procedure Unlock;

private
Locked : Boolean := False;
entry <> and when not Locked;

end Lockable_Type;
end Lockable_G;

The code entry <> and when not Locked indicates
that all entries in the parent protected type should have
their barriers strengthened by the boolean expression
not Locked.
The entry <> feature makes it possible to modify

the barriers of entries that are unknown at the time the
generic unit is written. At the time the generic unit is
instantiated, the entries of the actual generic parameter
supplied for Base Type are known, and entry <> then
denotes a well-de�ned set of primitive operations.

4 Conclusions

This paper has summarised extensions to protected
types to make them more object oriented. Inevitably
we have had to make some compromises and there are
still some outstanding issues. Perhaps the greatest
compromise concerns the way in which a child entry
can call its parent. We propose that this call is treated
as an internal call and, therefore, it is not subject to
blocking. However, given that an entry call can always
requeue to another entry call, the child entry cannot
assume that its parent call will return. This leads to
a restriction of our model in that there can be no post
processing of parent calls.

The outstanding issues raised by this work include:

� the relationship between parent and child entry
barriers;

� the accessibility of child protected operations to
parent's private data

� whether to permit (or forbid) explicit casts of a
child protected object to a parent protected object
to access an overridden protected operation;

� whether a call to a parent entry should check the
guard and raise \Program Error" if it is not true;

� whether post processing of a parents entry call
should be forbidden or allowed;

� whether abstract entries should be required to
have a guard, allowed to have an optional guard,
or forbidden to have a guard;

� whether the facilities for mix-in inheritance are ad-
equate for their purpose.
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